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Appendix A:
Challenges
This is a collection of all the challenges 
   presented in the lessons, plus some additional 
   ones I’ve selected from PixelJoint’s Weekly 
   Challenges from the past several years, a few of 
   the recent @Pixel_Dailies subjects, and a couple 
   of challenges from Pixelation.

In general, these are best to do simply in private; 
   these results should not be publicized unless 
   otherwise noted, especially ones in which I 
   instruct you to use other peoples’ work as a 
   base. Never claim credit for their work. Only 
   show things off that you make yourself.
The main purpose here is instructive, for you to 
   learn about using pixels in a way you haven’t 
   before, and to evaluate yourself and your 
   progress. However, should you desire to share 
   any work from these exercises, out of pride or 
   inquiry, I am always open to private messages 
   regarding this. Instead of posting it publicly, 
   send it to me in an email at 
   thelogbookproject@gmail.com. In the subject 
   line or message, include the phrase “Learning 
   Pixel Art”. If you don’t, I won’t see it.
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Lesson 1: What Is Pixel Art?
~ Go to DeviantArt’s pixel art section and browse 
   the newest submissions (here: 
    http://www.deviantart.com/digitalart/pixelart/?order=5). 
   Find three examples of genuine pixel art, and 
   three examples of oekaki (or similarly sketched 
   pieces that don’t conform to our definition of 
   pixel art. DeviantArt makes no formal 
   distinction between the formats, and it’s a 
   pretty even mix of the two, so this shouldn’t be 
   too tough, plus DeviantArt moves fast enough 
   that given an hour you can repeat the exercise 
   with a brand new batch of things.
   (also sadly the vast majority of DeviantArt’s 
   genuine pixel art offerings are on the ground 
   level of skill).

~ Familiarize yourself with your program. Find 
   the rectangular select tool, the zoom tool, the 
   one-pixel-thickness pencil tool, the hard-edge 
   eraser tool, the flip and rotate tools, and if your 
   program can handle layers familiarize yourself 
   with the controls to create new transparent 
   layers and to duplicate existing layers, as well 
   as the toggles for layer visibility and how to 
   rearrange your layers and switch between them. 
   Find out if your program has a native file type.

~ Take one piece from DeviantArt or elsewhere (I 
   recommend Pixeljoint.com) and save a copy of 
   it in each possible format mentioned (JPG, BMP, 
   GIF, PNG, and a native file type if you have one). 
   Open each side by side and compare how the 
   file types change the image. If you have a native 
   file type, treat that as the purest and observe 
   how PNG produces the closest results.

~ 100x100 Challenge: Each lesson will come with a 
   single special challenge called the 100x100 
   challenge. It will likely be the hardest exercise 
   of the lesson, and will also be the best 
   assessment of your abilities. It will incorporate 
   elements from the lesson itself and from 
   previous lessons.
Open your image program, which is hopefully 
   not Microsoft Paint at this point, and create a 
   new image with the dimensions of 100 pixels by 
   100 pixels.
Now, taking just what you already know about 
   pixel art, how it works and what tools are 
   and aren’t allowed, draw Nintendo’s 
   character Kirby, as large as you are comfortable 
   being able to make it look good. If you are not 
   familiar with Kirby, here is a reference image:

(Figure 1-01)

(image used under Fair Use, Kirby is copyright Nintendo)
I am not imposing any concrete restrictions about 
   color count, style, cluster number, techniques, 
   or anything but subject matter. Draw Kirby in a 
   way that qualifies as genuine pixel art, as large 
   as you’re comfortable, on a 100x100 canvas.
Save this image safely and put it somewhere you 
   can find later.



Do not worry about the “quality” you perceive 
   it to be! You’ve learned literally nothing about 
   how to make good pixel art yet. Instead, this is a 
   baseline you can look back at later. It’s also just 
   a simple thing to get you to actually start 
   pixelling yourself - the vast majority of your 
   learning about pixel art will come from actually 
   doing it, so just start and don’t be ashamed of it 
   or discouraged by how you think it is now!

Lesson 2: Clusters
~ Draw three smooth circles: one that’s 14 pixels 
   across, one that’s 18 pixels across, and one that’s 
   21 pixels across. To get used to different curves 
   that aren’t perfectly circular, try making some 
   ovals that are wider than they are tall.

~ Smooth out this cluster’s angles. Either convert 
   areas to smooth lines or curves.

(Figure 2-24)
(this file is in the Resources folder available with this book)
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~ A single cluster is often used when creating a 
   silhouette. Draw a cluster that looks like a 
   human head. There’s a lot of ways to take this 
   exercise, and there are no wrong answers.

~ Using four clusters (most likely three clusters 
   and the cluster on which they rest) define an 
   object in your kitchen. Use exactly four clusters. 
   Plan out how that will work, as it can be 
   deceptive; if you pixel a mug, you’d likely have a 
   mug cluster, a background cluster, a hole cluster 
   where you hold the mug, and a cluster near the 
   top to indicate its openness. Focus on the 
   smoothness of all the cluster boundaries. If you 
   have extra clusters available, consider adding lit 
   highlight clusters to the image. You are limited 
   to four colors, but that’s not a problem because 
   that’s the maximum you can have with four 
   clusters.

~ 100x100 Challenge: Close your eyes and picture 
   a landscape. Whatever sort of environment 
   comes to mind when you closed your eyes is the 
   one you are going to work with.
Now open a 100x100 canvas. Pixel that landscape 
   using solid clusters with smooth curves. You 
   can have as many clusters as you need, and as 
   many colors as you desire, with one rule: every 
   single cluster must be, at minimum, 10 pixels 
   large (meaning if you add up all the pixels in a 
   cluster you have 10 or more).
This won’t seem hard at first - after all, it’s a 
   100x100 canvas, that’s pretty giant for now 
   and 10 pixels really isn’t much given that there’s 
   10,000 pixels to work with. However, once your 
   first blocks are in and the actual shapes are 
   starting to form, you want to start adding detail, 
   and this is where things will get harder. You 
   have no color limits, but you’ll quickly realize 
   that if you need to have 10 pixels minimum of a 
   color you have to start choosing carefully.
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This is a HARD challenge and the thing you 
   produce will likely not be rendered exactly how 
   you want it to be. Don’t be discouraged. I 
   recommend trying this multiple times; it’s a 
   really interesting challenge and one that’ll really 
   get you thinking with clusters rather than with 
   single pixels. If you try to limit your color count 
   it gets even more interesting.
I won’t usually do this, but I feel like on this 
   challenge I should share my work. I made up 
   this challenge as I was writing the lesson, and 
   wasn’t quite sure of what the difficulty level 
   was, so I did it myself, and I found myself 
   struggling more than I thought I would! A lot of 
   that is a built-in reflex to anti-alias my clusters 
   and to taper my tips to a point, but I wanted to 
   actually show what I had to demonstrate that it 
   is, in fact, doable, and capable of making 
   something that looks pretty nice!

(Figure 2-25)
There are 5 colors and 24 clusters. Took about 
   an hour and a half. Thanks to Daruda for a bit of 
   feedback.
I would REALLY like to see some products of this 
   particular exercise! And since this is entirely 
   original, this one’s totally cool to post to the 
   internet and show off if you’re feeling good 
   about it.

If you really want an intense challenge, try setting 
   a maximum cluster size of 100 pixels. This 
   mandates a certain level of detail to make the 
   image viable. While not too bad if you use a 
   massive number of colors, if you limit your color 
   count this can be really really difficult but very 
   rewarding.

Lesson 3: Anti-aliasing
~ In the previous lesson I had you make three 
   circles of various diameters. Pick one and 
   anti-alias it with one color, another with two 
   colors in a straight ramp, and the third with two 
   colors that are vastly different in hue.

~ Those circles should ideally already have been 
   pretty close to smooth. The following squiggle is 
   not, so try to fix it. Remember that the goal is to 
   retain as close to the same feel/motion of the 
   line as possible, but without the jaggedness.

(Figure 3-19)
(take this figure directly out of the Resource folder and edit it)

Do it in greyscale, then try doing it with the 
   following palette:

(Figure 3-20)
(take this figure directly out of the Resource folder and edit it)
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~ 100x100 Challenge: This lesson’s challenge is 
   a two-parter. You don’t need to open your own 
   canvas this time, instead you’ll be working on 
   this image:

(Figure 3-21)
(take this figure directly out of the Resource folder and edit it)

This image appears to be at least remotely 
   healthy. It isn’t really of anything, but in 
   general there’s nothing overly wrong with it 
   aside from not being all that exciting.
But what would you do if I told you to anti-alias 
   this image?
That doesn’t sound hard at first until you think 
   about what angles I’ve given you. These are 
   all perfect flats and 50/50s, neither of which can 
   reasonably be anti-aliased! You can do a little 
   bit where the 50/50s and flats intersect, but 
   that’s about it.
So that’s the first part of the challenge: round out 
   these clusters without AA. Take liberties but try 
   to keep the general sense of the shapes of the 
   clusters roughly the same. You’ll want curvy 
   surfaces where you can practice your 
   anti-aliasing, but nothing inherently jagged, 
   because really you’re only as good as your base 
   clusters even when you anti-alias well.

The second part is to anti-alias those clusters. But 
   before you start, I have another restriction for 
   you. Didn’t think I was gonna let you take it 
   easy, did you? No, I’m going to limit your palette. 
   In anti-aliasing this image, you have access only 
   to the five color already present in the piece, 
   plus a single color of your own choice. Choose 
   your wildcard’s value carefully. Now go do it. 
   And don’t cheat and try to modify your clusters 
   just because you didn’t make them easy to 
   anti-alias!
If you’d like a little hint on making this work, 
   consider your options. The yellow and black 
   will never be anti-alias colors, as they sit at 
   the far ends of the color spectrum. You can use 
   orange and green to AA the yellow/purple 
   connection, all the colors to AA the yellow/black, 
   and the orange to AA the yellow/green sections. 
   You can use green and purple to AA the orange/
   black boundary. There shouldn’t be any orange/
   purple boundaries if you kept at all to the sense 
   of the clusters in the original. This means that 
   you have three boundary types that are going 
   to cause trouble: the yellow/orange, the orange/
   green, and the purple/black because all of these 
   have no intermediaries between them. One of 
   these should be the beneficiary of your bonus 
   color. Using a grey as your wildcard is 
   easy-mode; try a different color from the ones 
   here (red or blue maybe?) if you feel like trying 
   out how the color doesn’t matter to AA. The 
   other trouble sections you need to rely on 
   having nice clusters.
Of the three trouble boundaries (yellow/orange, 
   orange/green, and purple/black), there is an 
   optimal choice. See if you can figure out which 
   one it is! 
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If you can’t figure it out, come back after Lesson 
   Six and try it again.

~ Choose three colors on different areas of the 
   color wheel. Create as many patterns as you can 
   think of using these colors, then arrange them in 
   order of their artificial colors’ relative 
   brightnesses.

~ Try to use dithering (of various strengths, exact 
   execution up to you but shouldn’t be totally 
   constant) to create an S-shaped curve. This is to 
   get you familiar with the feeling of what it’s 
   like to get these square-based patterns to follow 
   a curve.

~ Here are three colors:

(Figure 4-16)
For each, pick out two colors that will dither to 
   create that color artificially. You will get more 
   out of this exercise if you try to use different 
   patterns of dithering for each.

~ Starting by defining a cluster, pixel a cloud, add 
   a single color of anti-aliasing, then use dithering 
   to give the cloud a misty or pseudo-transparent 
   appearance in some areas. Attempt not to 
   disrupt your anti-aliasing, and make sure the 
   overall shapes formed by the clusters remain
   cloudy and smooth.

~ 100x100 Challenge: This lesson’s challenge is 
   simple in concept: pixel a human hand. The 
   challenge is that you have a total of three colors 
   to do this with. The colors are yours to choose, 
   but use what you understand about color 
   interactions and the artificial colors they can 
   create to consider your options carefully. The 
   piece will be more interesting if at least one of 
   the colors is not ordinarily a skin tone. You 
   could do this without dithering if you chose to, 
   but use your best judgment on where to apply 
   dithering. Include as much detail as you can, 
   and pay attention to the anatomy of the hand 
   - look up anatomy guides online to understand 
   how the muscles actually work, and use your 
   own hand as a model. I am not specifying the 
   pose of the hand, but doing something more 
   interesting with the position will make your job 
   both more worthwhile and more interesting. If 
   you’re in need of hand position ideas, there are 
   guides to American Sign Language online that 
   provide many interesting positions.
Why use a hand for the dithering challenge? 
   Because human skin is something we’re 
   very sensitive about. We notice if skin isn’t 
   smooth-looking, so it makes a very difficult 
   surface to pixel. On one hand, dithering is 
   important to skin to give a blended smooth 
   texture, but if done poorly it textures it and 
   makes it look even rougher, defeating the 
   purpose.
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Lesson 5: Banding
~ Go through this squiggle and remove any 
   banding. However, try to keep the feel and 
   length of the segments.

(Figure 5-08)
(take this figure directly out of the Resource folder and edit it)

~ To witness this problem’s ubiquity in the 
   newcomer scene, go once again to DeviantArt’s 
   pixel section and sort by new pieces (or go to a 
   Work-in-progress section of a pixel forum, or 
   PixelJoint’s Public Queue, or anywhere where 
   new art is submitted by users on a regular 
   basis) and find three examples of banding. Pick 
   one and correct it. Feel free to try and correct its 
   other issues (smoothness, anti-aliasing, 
   dithering, clusters) but that’s not a key part of 
   this exercise. Again, don’t post this publicly, 
   that’s art theft and illegal.

~ 100x100 Challenge:

(Figure 5-09)
(take this figure directly out of the Resource folder and edit it)

This is a piece of mine from 2007, made off of a 
   lineart (the solid black outline to the piece) by 
   Adarias (http://www.pixeljoint.com/p/3171.htm) 
   that was provided for free to the public to 
   practice with. I provided the colors and 
   shading. The problem is that I didn’t have a 
   clue what banding was! I don’t really feel any 
   shame over this (it was seven years ago, banding 
   wasn’t even a common word let alone a thing 
   that was taught by critique-givers), but it’s 
   completely banded.
Your first look will see the banding on the 50/50 
   lines, but on close inspection you will find a 
   truly astonishing amount of banding across the 
   entirety of the piece, especially anti-alias 
   banding.
The challenge is to fix this. This is a large, intense 
   piece. It has an already decent grasp of 
   anti-aliasing though it doesn’t quite understand 
   form very well. As far as the pieces I’ve had you 
   correct until now, this might be among the more 
   advanced pieces you’ve worked on (depending 
   on what you’ve been finding to work with). I 
   don’t say that with ego so much as I’ve been 
   providing very blatant examples of problems for 
   you to work with, but this is actually the last 
   lesson that will teach the mechanics of pixel art, 
   so I feel that you are ready to handle a more 
   complex piece.
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I wish I could say that this exercise only asks you 
   to correct the banding on this piece, but it is so 
   extensive in the piece that any corrections you 
   do will need you to repair clusters as well. 
   Modify to your will as long as the spirit of the 
   piece remains intact. Specifically, feel free to 
   adjust colors, though you should not add many 
   additional colors; there are 15 in the piece, and 
   even that is significantly more than needed.
If you think you can, leave the black pixels intact. 
   Adjusting with anti-aliasing and filling in black 
   pixels with an anti-alias color is acceptable, but 
   don’t radically alter the shape of the lineart.

Lesson 6: Contrast
~ Pick a color. Any single color. Now set up a 
   workspace to create a bunch of palettes. With 
   your chosen color, make a Straight ramp, 
   Luminosity-based ramp, and Static ramp. Then 
   make a single ramp that travels all three axes as 
   you see fit. Try to make the contrast balance 
   from color to color as evenly as possible.

~

(Figure 6-43)

This was the image I created for the cluster 
   lesson’s 100x100 challenge, but with the colors 
   desaturated. It looks alright, but it really can 
   shine a bit better with colors. I want you to color 
   it. That means you have five colors to work with. 

This is a particularly good workout because this is 
   a purely cluster-based piece with no 
   anti-aliasing or dithering or noise at all, 
   meaning its cluster edges are particularly 
   susceptible to contrast.
You could make it look pretty good without much 
   effort using just a straight ramp or a lazily 
   put-together complete ramp, but try a few 
   different options and figure out what you think 
   looks best.

~ 100x100 Challenge: This is actually a fairly 
   comprehensive challenge with two major stages.
The first stage is create a 16-color general palette, 
   a palette you think can be used for a variety of 
   images. It doesn’t technically need every sort of 
   hue, and trying to get every hue will actually 
   really limit what you can use, so make your 
   choices carefully.
The second stage is to create three images of 
   different subject matters, each using up to 10 
   colors from the general palette, such that 
   between the three you use all sixteen colors. 
   None of the images should be larger than 
   100x100 individually, but should not be so small 
   that put altogether they could not fill a single 
   100x100 canvas, making your palette effectively 
   flexible between 100x100 and 300x100.
This is actually a very high-level sort of challenge. 
   A similar challenge is held annually on 
   PixelJoint, with the awards being quite 
   prestigious.
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Lesson 7: Style
~ Pick any of the artists I examined here, or 
   attempt to choose one yourself. Select three of 
   their pieces that you think share a common style 
   and then analyze them, trying to find out what 
   the style choices were for those pieces. Identify 
   where they are similar, and where they are not. 
   Think in as many dimensions as you can.

~ Choose any artist I’ve called out here, or one of 
   your own pixel art idols who has a regular style 
   of some sort, and emulate them. Create a piece 
   in which you play by the same restrictions you 
   believe them to have operated by when they 
   created it. Aim to be able to fool a bystander 
   into thinking your piece is by them, that you 
   could stick it into their gallery and no one would 
   notice. This is a tall order - that is merely the 
   goal, not an expectation. Don’t go for an artist 
   you think you can emulate - go for an artist 
   whose style you really love and care about, even 
   if they seem way out of your league. It’s more 
   sincere, and you just might discover something 
   about your own stylistic tendencies along the 
   way if you work with something challenging.

~ 100x100 Challenge: The very first 100x100 
   challenge was to take a blank canvas and draw 
   Kirby on it, as large as you were comfortable, 
   with no restrictions on color count, clusters, 
   techniques, or anything else, so long as it was 
   genuine pixel art.

Now do it again. You’ve learned how to control 
   your clusters and smoothness, how to refine a 
   cluster’s edge, how to build a strong palette, and 
   what to avoid along the way. If you feel like 
   adding some extra flair, give yourself some 
   restrictions or a style to do it in. Don’t look at 
   the old one you made until the end, when you’re 
   done, then go back to it and see how far you’ve 
   come.

Lesson 8: Starting A Piece
~ 100x100 Challenge: Produce a basic idea for a 
   piece. Draw out a start to the piece with lineart, 
   then create an entirely separate start to a piece 
   with the same idea using color blocking. Create 
   a third based on either broad strokes or a sketch 
   (your choice). Take your favorite of the three 
   and finish it. Fill the entire area, and use all the 
   expertise you’ve been building up to create the 
   best piece you can. Go and join a pixel art 
   community somewhere - PixelJoint, DeviantArt, 
   Pixiv, anywhere - and post it up asking for 
   feedback.

Extra Exercises:
~ Ace of Base (from PixelJoint on 1/19/2014)
Create a sprite base and at least 4 different 
   versions with costume/hair/feature/equipment 
   variants for a total of al least five sprites. The 
   base need not be human or anything 
   conventional. Use no more than 32 colors across 
   all five sprites.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.
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~ Chimeras (from Pixelation)
Come up with a new animal, a hybrid of existing 
   but wildly different animals. Mix as many 
   animals as you like, though avoid humans. 
   Avoid existing mythological chimeras (pegasi, 
   the sphinx, the chimera). Use no more than 16 
   colors.

~ Cute Monster (from @Pixel_Dailies)
Pixel a cute monster. Spend no longer than one 
   day on this piece from beginning to end.

~ Desktop Icons (from Pixelation)

(Figure A-01)
Pixel five separate computer desktop-style icons: 
   a computer icon, an e-mail icon, a trashcan icon, 
   an internet icon, and a music icon. Each must be 
   60x60 and is limited to the provided palette.
This is both a very practical challenge, as creating 
   sets of icons is not a rare task for a pixel artist, 
   as well as an uncommon opportunity to play in 
   pure luminosity ramps.

~ Etch a Pixel (from PixelJoint on 2/3/2013)

(Figure A-02)

Create a piece using only these two colors on a 
   canvas either 240x180 or 180x240. While 
   included as an optional bonus on the original 
   challenge, I am including the following extra 
   restriction: All dark grey pixels must be 
   connected, similar to lines on an actual Etch A 
   Sketch. Being connected by a diagonal counts for 
   this, despite not being the exact same cluster.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Fibonacci Faces (from PixelJoint on 2/28/2010)

(Figure A-03)
Use the provided 70x90 template from the 
   resources folder to pixel a face; it need not be in 
   traditional portrait view but it must be the face. 
   The trick is that in each of the four quarters of 
   the canvas you may only use a given number of 
   colors: two in the top left, three in the top right, 
   five in the bottom left, and 8 in the bottom right. 
   You must use exactly that many colors in the 
   given quadrants. You may re-use colors between 
   quadrants or come up with an entirely new 
   palette in each.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Fur (from @Pixel_Dailies)
Pixel something with fur. Spend no longer than 
   one day on this piece from beginning to end.
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~ Greenless (from PixelJoint on 11/3/2013)
Create an autumn scene that features a tree as 
   the primary focus. However, you may not use 
   any colors that can be identified as “green” by 
   viewers. Make the canvas any size up to 240x120 
   or 120x240, and use no more than 16 colors.
While not the only “don’t use the obvious colors” 
   challenge, this one is also valuable for its subject 
   matter. Trees are one of the most 
   commonly-pixelled subjects and having some 
   experience with creating them is helpful in 
   general.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Iridescence (from @Pixel_Dailies)
Pixel something iridescent. Spend no longer than 
   one day on this piece from beginning to end.

~ Lipstick Figure (from PixelJoint on 9/21/2014)

(Figure A-04)
Create a headshot portrait of a human being using 
   only these ten colors. The person can be any 
   person famous, unknown, or even fictional or 
   entirely original. Try to use as many colors as 
   you can make prominent in the piece. Use at 
   least six of the colors and at most ten, and do not 
   make the image larger than 90x90.
The ten colors are actually taken from L’Oréal’s 
   lipstick range. It’s a fantastic example of how 
   palette selections are all around us in our lives, 
   just waiting to be implemented.

~ Mayan Ruins (from Pixelation)

(Figure A-05)
Pixel a scene of Mayan ruins using only the 
   provided palette. You do not need to use all of 
   the colors. The canvas must be at least 150x200.
This is one of my absolute favorite challenges I’ve 
   ever done.

~ Music Pixelizer (from PixelJoint on 7/20/2014)
Create an abstract representation of a specific 
   piece of music. Avoid identifiable objects. Try 
   to capture the feeling the music provokes in 
   your palette, shapes, and clusters. Do not go for 
   the minimalist vibe unless the track truly calls 
   for it - this is a challenge to yourself, don’t make 
   it easy. Use a canvas of 128x72 or 72x128 and up 
   to 12 colors.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Natalie’s Drawing (from PixelJoint on 7/8/2007)

(Figure A-06)
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The provided image is a drawing by a random 
   child found by a PixelJoint user through Google 
   Images. The rules are to interpret the drawing 
   and pixel what you think it is of. You must 
   use the same dimensions as the original piece 
   (200x153) though you may rotate it 90 degrees, 
   180 degrees, or 270 degrees if you choose. You 
   may use up to 32 colors at the most.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Nintendo Frankenpalette (from PixelJoint on 
   5/11/2014)

(Figure A-07)
Use only the four colors from this palette (mashed 
   up from the Virtual Boy and Game Boy palettes) 
   to create a piece around the theme “desolate.” 
   Use all four colors.
This is a great opportunity to work with extreme 
   differences in saturation and luminosity.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Pixelebrity (from PixelJoint on 4/28/2013)
Create a 64x64 piece depicting a celebrity’s 
   portrait. Use 9 colors at the most.
While concentrating on facial anatomy in general 
   is important, I’d like you to focus on capturing 
   the likeness of your celebrity. Whether through 
   caricature or precision or having just picked 
   a unique celebrity, I want to be able to identify 
   them based on the image, assuming I knew who 
   they were in the first place.

~ Rubik’s Vision (from PixelJoint on 6/22/2014)

(Figure A-08)
Pixel something within one of these templates, 
   staying within the bounds of the shape. Use at 
   least 7 colors, including all of the colors on the 
   template (though they need not be placed as 
   they are now), and at most 25 colors. You may 
   flip the template or rotate it at 90 degree 
   intervals.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Rust (from @Pixel_Dailies)
Pixel something featuring rust. Spend no longer 
   than one day on this piece from beginning to 
   end.

~ Side Canvas Not So Fruity (from PixelJoint on 
   5/29/2011)

(Figure A-09)
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Take this template. In the black or white regions 
   you are free to pixel as you desire, but the 
   section highlighted green must be all of a single 
   color. It can be another color other than green, 
   but it must all be one consistent color. You may 
   rotate the canvas so that the solid sector is on 
   the top, right, or bottom, but wherever it is it 
   must be the same color. Otherwise your color 
   count is unrestricted. Your subject matter is 
   similarly unrestricted.
This exercise stretches your ability to have large 
   uninterrupted clusters in a piece. It’s harder 
   than it looks, especially if you want to include 
   serious levels of detail elsewhere in the piece.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~  Sunset Sans Saturation (from PixelJoint on 
   4/10/2011)
Create an image depicting a sunset, but in 
   greyscale. Every color you use must have a 
   saturation of 0. You must use 8 colors at a 
   minimum, and 16 at the maximum, and may 
   have a canvas size anywhere up to 200x200.
This is an interesting challenge because it forces 
   you to think in value terms about a scenario 
   we’re conditioned to think about in hue terms. A 
   dynamic and interesting sunset is difficult when 
   you do not have colors available to you.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

~ Tattoos (from PixelJoint on 9/23/2012)
Pixel a character with prominent tattoos, 
   presented any way you like: a scene, a sprite, a 
   portrait, etc. Use a maximum of 20 colors.
This isn’t a complex challenge on the surface, but 
   it’s good practice to pixel patterns layed in the 
   plane of something else. Especially if the surface 
   is curved, understanding the contours of how 
   a pattern curves or warps and how to lay your 
   shading so the pattern appears flat on the 
   surface. It’s the same principle with patterned 
   cloth, which is absolutely vital if you intend to 
   pixel human characters.

~ Thanwa’s Painting (from PixelJoint on 6/30/2013)

(Figure A-10)
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This is a painting by the elephant Thanwa. Use the 
   180x240 canvas provided, though you may flip 
   the canvas or rotate it at 90 degree intervals. Use 
   32 colors at the most.
The challenge is to create a piece on this canvas 
   that fleshes out and completes what you think 
   the piece is depicting. Think of it as a Rorschach 
   test; you pixel what you see in the image.
This is similar to the Natalie’s Drawing challenge 
   but is a bit more abstract in form. I prefer this 
   one personally. Both are great to do.
Spend no longer than a week on this piece from 
   beginning to end.

If you desire more, any pixel art forum likely 
   hosts challenges to partake in. My specific 
   recommendations are, of course, PixelJoint 
   (http://www.pixeljoint.com), the @Pixel_Dailies 
   feed (https://twitter.com/Pixel_Dailies), and 
   Pixelation (http://wayofthepixel.net).


